In this manuscript, a relatively simple and inexpensive INDO/SCI finite-field (FF) method for calculating polarizabilities (R) is demonstrated to give good agreement with results obtained by both the INDO/MRD/ SDCI sum-over-states routine and published results using the RPA method. The FF method is as effective as the other techniques in predicting both ground and excited state R's in all substituted and unsubstituted polyenes studied. We observe the correlation described by Marder and co-workers between bond-order-alternation (BOA) and dipolar properties, such as the change in R between the ground and excited states (∆R). In addition, qualitative, but not quantitative, agreement is seen between the calculated ∆R's of polar polyenes and those measured by Stark-effect spectroscopy.
Recent interest in substituted polyenes which exhibit nonlinear optical (NLO) behavior has made accurate calculations of their properties an important predictive tool in materials development. For example, the hyperpolarizabilities ( ) of molecules are of interest because this parameter is directly related to efficiency in optical frequency doubling and to the Pockel effect. Experimentally, there are two common strategies for optimizing : [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] (1) changing the donor (D) and/or acceptor (A) strength of substituents on the polyene and (2) changing the solvent polarity and/or polarizability. Both alter the local field of the polyene chain, leading to a change in bond-order alternation (BOA) 8 and in NLO properties, including . In the two-state model, 9, 10 is proportional to the change in dipole moment between the ground and excited states (∆µ), so an accurate calculation of solvated ∆µ is needed to correctly model the effects of solvation on . 3, 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In dielectric cavity models, 17 the solvent-corrected ∆µ also depends on the change in polarizability between the ground and excited states (∆R). Therefore, quantitatively accurate calculations of both ground and excited state R are needed to correctly model the solvent-effects on and ∆µ, particularly in highly polarizable systems such as the substituted polyenes. This paper compares the two most common routines for calculating ground state R, the sum-over-states and finite-field methods, and applies them to the calculation of excited state R.
While techniques for the calculations of first ( ) and second (γ) order hyperpolarizabilities and ground-state polarizabilities (R g ) of polyenes are well developed, 12, 14, 15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] we are aware of only one example of excited-state polarizability (R e ) calculations for such systems in the literature. 24 In this published work, the random phase approximation (RPA) was utilized to investigate a series of linear, unsubstituted polyenes. Marder and coworkers have investigated trends in ∆R 25 and R g 1 with respect to BOA, but to our knowledge, no quantitative calculations of R e or ∆R have been published on substituted systems similar to those being developed for NLO applications. Because linear unsubstituted polyenes have been extensively studied in an attempt to learn more about the properties of longer systems, 19, 26, 27 the first part of this paper will focus on the linear (long-axis) R calculations in polyenes. The second part investigates the calculation of R e and ∆R as a function of D/A strength in a series of substituted diphenylbutadienes and other selected D/A polyenes.
We shall compare two techniques for calculating R g and R e in polyenes in which identical geometries and semiempirical methods (INDO1S 28, 29 ) are used. The first method includes only single excitations from the Hartree-Fock (HF) ground state (single configuration interaction -SCI), while the second method includes a multireference-determinant/single double configuration interaction (MRD/SDCI), and therefore includes all single and double excitations along with a subset of triple and quadruple excitations. These two methods generate the electronic energy levels of the molecule. Once generated, we employ one of two techniques to calculate the actual polarizabilities: the finite-field (FF) method [30] [31] [32] with INDO/SCI and the sum-over-states (SOS) method 20 with INDO/MRD/SDCI. The FF method calculates the perturbation in the energies and dipole moments of the energy levels as the result of applying an electric field (F), from which R can be calculated as where µ F and µ o represent the dipole moments in the presence and absence of the field, respectively. In the SOS method, R is obtained from perturbation theory as where i is the state of interest, f represents all other states, and m is the transition moment between the states. In the past, we have used the INDO1S/SCI/FF method to calculate ∆R in retinals and their Schiff bases 33 
SOS method to calculate the NLO properties of both oligomer and D-A polyene systems. 34, 35 Methods. Ground-state geometries of the diphenylpolyenes were optimized using the AM1 36 molecular orbital procedure (Mopac 37 ). To facilitate comparisons to literature values, we have used idealized geometries for the linear, unsubstituted polyenes 24 (bond lengths in angstroms: (C-C) ) 1.443, (Cd C) ) 1.366, (C-H) ) 1.085. Bond angles: (C-C-H) ) 118.1, (C-CdC) ) 123.8 38 ). Identical geometries were used for both SOS and FF methods. For the FF calculations, 30,31 the polarizability was obtained from the field dependence of the dipole moments generated from INDO1S/SCI 28,29 as described above. The active space for INDO1S/SCI/FF calculations was five occupied and five virtual MOs, and the Mataga-Nishimoto potential was used. 39, 40 We found that the properties of interest converged with the number of states mentioned above, so inclusion of additional states was not necessary. Because the FF method depends only on the dipole moment of the state of interest, SCI should be sufficient to describe R e , much as Hartree-Fock/FF is adequate for calculating R g .
A modified version of MRD/SDCI, implemented in the semiempirical quantum chemical ZINDO package, 28, 29 was used for the SOS calculations. Given the nature of the SOS calculation, a good description of two-photon states is needed to properly calculate R of the B u state. Within MRD/SDCI, a normal SDCI calculation is executed to find reference determinants for the most important low-lying excited states. Usually there are six of these, namely, (1) Hartree-Fock ground state, (2) HfL (HOMOfLUMO) single excitation, (3) HfL+1 single, (4) H -1fL single, (5) HHfLL double, and (6) (H-1)HfL(L+1) double. On the basis of these references, we then perform SDCI so that the result contains many triple and quadruple excitations. As shown by Tavan and Schulten, 41, 42 this approach largely removes the size inconsistency problem of normal SDCI. All the configurations are spin-adapted via valence bond diagrams. The Ohno-Klopman potential 43, 44 is used in order to reproduce the relative ordering of the 1B u and 2A g states. This approach has been applied by Shuai, Beljonne, and Brédas 34, 35 to calculate NLO properties of polyenes and oligothiophenes and has been shown to provide reasonable agreement with experimental values. 34, 35 Six occupied and six virtual MOs are active orbitals, amounting to 703 spin-adapted configurations for SDCI and 3275 configurations for MRD/SDCI. The Hamiltonian matrix is then diagonalized for the lowest 800 states to calculate the transition moments and eventually to calculate the polarizabilities both for the ground state and for the lowest optically allowed excited state. From this point onward, the SDCI abbreviation for MRD/SDCI will be used, and unless otherwise noted, reported values for R are averaged over all three directions.
Results and Discussion
Unsubstituted Linear Polyenes. To compare our results with recently published random phase approximations (RPA) calculations, 24, 45 the values of R and energy were fit to a power law with respect to the number of repeat units n. The RPA 46 method can be obtained from Green's function theory. The linear response R from RPA should be identical to that obtained from the SCI/FF method. 46, 47 We shall begin by comparing the SCI/ FF, SDCI/SOS, and RPA results.
In Figure 1a the long-axis R's of the 1A g and 1B u states from the SCI/FF and SDCI/SOS calculations are shown together with RPA results and their power law fits. Similarly, in Figure 1b the calculated and measured energy gaps between the 1A g and 1B u states are plotted with experimental values. 48 First comparing the SCI/FF and SDCI/SOS calculations, we see that the power-law fits for the two are nearly parallel for the calculations of R, with the SCI/FF results approximately a factor of 2 larger in all cases. We also observe stabilization of the ground-state energy relative to SCI when DCI is included. It becomes evident in Figure 1b that the energy gap between the 1A g and 1B u states is overestimated using the SDCI/SOS method, and the transition moment (m) is underestimated (not shown). Choice of potential in the two methods may contribute to these energy differences. In the SCI/FF method, the Mataga-Nishimoto potential is used which is optimized for fitting the lowest optically allowed transition (1B u r1A g ), while the Ohno-Klopman potential is used in the SDCI/SOS method. The latter is chosen to correctly predict the ordering of the 1B u and 2A g states but, as a result, the energy of the 1B u r1A g transition is overestimated. Because R depends linearly on m and inversely on the energy gap, it is not suprising that R is lower when SDCI-SOS is used. However, as shown below, these effects cancel when calculating the change in R between the 1A g and 1B u states.
Comparing our results to those obtained using RPA in the literature, 45 the 1Ag state shows a power law dependence of R ∝ n 1.8 using both the SCI/FF and SDCI/SOS methods and R ∝ n 1.51 with RPA. 45 Interestingly, however, in a later work using RPA, a power law dependence of R ∝ n 1.7 was determined, which is much closer to the values obtained in this work. 24 The percent deviation between RPA and SCI/FF values of R for n ) 8 is 27% and deviations for shorter repeat units are smaller. Our results also agree with those in the literature which used a perturbative expansion of the density matrix technique and found R ∝ n 1.75 . 49 The power law observed for the 1B u state is R ∝ n 1.6 with SCI/SOS, R ∝ n 1.7 with SDCI/SOS, and R ∝ n 1.8 with RPA 24 (raw data not available). Considering the variability in the power law of the ground state using the RPA method described above, the agreement among these three methods is acceptable. 50 We also see good agreement in the power laws describing the 1B u r1A g transition energies (Figure 1b : E ∝ n -0.44 for SCI/FF, E ∝ n -0.40 for SDCI/SOS, and E ∝ n -0.43 for experimental). The absolute magnitudes of SCI/FF calculations and experiment differ by only about 2200 cm -1 on average. The above comparison demonstrates that both the SCI/FF and SDCI/SOS methods are at least as accurate as RPA for describing R of the ground and first excited states of the unsubstituted linear polyenes.
Comparison to Experiment. A common method used to measure ∆R experimentally is Stark-effect (electroabsorption) spectroscopy. 51, 52 This method measures the perturbation of the absorption spectrum as a function of a large (∼10 6 V/cm) applied electric field. Unsubstituted diphenylpolyenes have been studied using this technique and comparisons between the calculated and measured values are seen in Table 1 (reproduced from an earlier work 33 ). We see better agreement between the SCI/FF results and experiment with increasing chain length. The SDCI/SOS method gives much smaller values for R g by comparison to SCI/SOS, for which R g lies within 20% of SCI-FF results (not shown). Apparently, R g is lowered by dynamic correlation effects that are included by mixing in doubly excited configurations into the ground state. We note, however, that the change in polarizability between the ground (1A g ) and the 1B u states (∆R) obtained at the SCI level is nearly equal to that obtained at the SDCI level. Thus, it appears that the dynamic correlation included at the MRD/SDCI level affects the 1A g and 1B u states to a similar extent. (The MRD/SDCI method used here contains dynamic correlation in both the 1A g and 1B u states since it includes all single and double excitations from both the HF ground state and from the configurations that dominate the 1B u state.) Substituted Polyenes. Although the agreement between experimental and calculated values of ∆R in unsubstituted polyenes is good, Stark-effect measurements of ∆R on substituted polyenes show large deviations from the calculated values, 53, 54 as discussed below. To understand this phenomenon, the effects of substitution on ∆R have been investigated. For this study, we have chosen para-substituted diphenylbutadiene (DPB) as our model. Both ∆R and ∆µ for the molecules and the ground-state values are shown in Table 2 . As expected, inclusion of DCI does not appear to significantly affect µ g which is the result of the expectation value obtained from the CI calculation. Values of ∆µ and 1B u r1A g transition energy only differed significantly between the two methods when a nitro group was included. In the nitro compounds, the calculated frequency difference between the SCI and SDCI methods is 3500 cm -1 while in the other five substituted molecules, the average deviation is only about 2600 cm -1 .
As seen above in the symmetric polyenes, R g calculated using SDCI/SOS is much lower than using SCI/FF, while ∆R using SDCI/SOS is very close to that calculated using SCI/FF (Table  2) . Once again, we observe that the SCI method more accurately predicts the energy of the 1B u r1A g transition because addition of DCI tends to lower the ground state energy. It is likely that the deviations between the measured energies and calculated ones can be attributed to solvent stabilization. Using the Onsager model, 55 we estimate the extent of energy stabilization to be greater than 1500 cm -1 .
Effect of BOA. The magnitudes of ∆µ, ∆R, R g , and the nonlinear optical properties of and γ correlate to the BOA of the polyene as described by Marder and co-workers. 2, 25 For example, as the BOA approaches zero (the cyanine limit), ∆µ approaches zero, R g approaches its maximum value, and ∆R approaches its minimum (negative) value. Motivated by the success of this relationship in predicting geometry-related changes in the dipolar properties of polyenes, we investigated the effect of D/A substitution on the BOA of the systems studied here. Interestingly, introduction of D/A groups to the DPB molecule has little effect on R g , ∆R, or BOA. Only when the groups get very large (as when both a nitro and dimethylamino groups are present) do we see a significant change in ∆R. In the series of substituted molecules studied here, the BOA changed less than 3% (from -0.571 in DPB to -0.556 in dimethylamino-nitro-DPB) across the entire series and we observed a slight increase in ∆R. On the basis of the model proposed by Marder, 1,2,54 when BOA shifts toward zero, ∆R should decrease. In general, inclusion of phenyl groups tends to decrease the D-A strength of substituents 25, 56 and would consequently result in smaller changes in BOA. Therefore, we examined the AM1 optimized geometries and FF generated ∆R's of substituted decapentaene (which has a similar R g to DPB). In this molecule, the BOA changed 16% (from -0.568 in decapentaene to -0.485 in 1-(dimethylamino)-10-nitrodecapentaene) and ∆R decreased from 67 Å 3 in the unsubstituted to 24 Å 3 in the substituted species, in agreement with Marder's model.
To compare to the results of Meyers et al. 1 which examined the influence of external fields (such as those present in solvent cavities 53 ) on the BOA and other properties of polyenes using the INDO/SDCI/SOS method, we investigated R g and ∆µ on 1-(dimethylamino)-nonatetraen-9-al (DAO) with the FF method, using two different values of BOA (Table 3 , bond lengths given directly in ref 1). The first (smaller) BOA corresponds to the molecule in the gas phase without an applied field, while the second corresponds to a near zero BOA with an applied field of 7.5 × 10 10 V/cm. In general, we see good agreement between the two methods, especially in the trends relating BOA, R g , and ∆µ. The slight differences observed could be due to small variations in torsion or bond angles used in the two studies. 1 Comparison to Experimental Values. We have also calculated ∆R and ∆µ for two D-A polyenes which were found to have very large values of ∆R using Stark-effect spectroscopy. 53, 54 The first of these (1-(dimethylamino)-heptatrien-7-al, AHTA) showed good agreement with the electroabsorption data for both the BOA and ∆µ values, but not for ∆R (Table  3 ). The striking discrepancy between calculated and measured values of ∆R, compared to that of ∆µ, has also been observed in our group in the case of the retinals. 33 In the second molecule, 1,1-dicyano-6-(dimethylamino)-hexatriene (CAHT), the AM1 optimized geometry yielded a much larger BOA than predicted by the electroabsorption measurement, and as a result, a much larger value of ∆µ (Table 3 ). The electroabsorption spectra of both of these molecules were measured in frozen glasses of 2-methyltetrahydrofuran. In an attempt to model the solvent effects on the spectrum, we first added an Onsager reaction-field correction 55 which only increased the calculated values of ∆R by about 10%. The Onsager model applies a correction to the magnitudes of both ∆µ and ∆R due to the solvent field but does not account for possible changes in molecular geometry (such as BOA) that result from the interactions of the polyene with such solvent fields. 57, 58 For example, it has been reported that solvation has large effects on both BOA and the nonlinear optical properties of D-A polyenes, [1] [2] [3] and it has been observed that the Stark effect spectra of a D-A polyene in different solvents can yield very different values for ∆R. 53, 54 This prompted us to alter the BOA of CAHT by changing the bond lengths so that the BOA was closer to that predicted by the experiment (Table 3) . 54 The anticipated trends between BOA, ∆µ and ∆R are followed, but the magnitudes of the ∆R values are still very small. We are currently investigating whether other properties of the solvent (i.e., cavity size or rigidity) play a role in the analysis of Stark effect spectra. 59 
Conclusions
The SCI/FF and SDCI/SOS methods provide nearly identical results when used to calculate ∆R of both polar and nonpolar polyenes, although the SCI/FF method more accurately predicts R g . The shielding effect of phenyl groups on the D/A ability of substituents is significant. Calculations connecting BOA to ∆R support Marder's theory that a smaller magnitude of BOA yields a smaller ∆R. However, our calculations show that neither solvent fields nor D/A substitution can entirely account for the large magnitudes of ∆R measured by Stark-effect spectroscopy. 53 
